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By Bert A. Coss, D. R. Daykin, Leonard Jaffe, and Elmer M. Sharp 
SUMMARY 
A machine is described which will automatically measure and record 
100 pressures in a range from 5 to 65 inches of mercury, in approxi-
mately 2t minutes, to an accuracy of 0.1 inch of mercury. 
The method used is to compare the unknown pressures with a scanning 
pressure whose value at any instant is known in digitalized form. Sen-
sitive diaphragms indicate balance between the unknown and the scanning 
pressures. All unknown pressures are compared with the scanning pres-
sure simultaneously and the information is stored temporarily within 
the machine. During read out, the information is properly sequenced, 
identified, coded, and punched into paper tape, which is the actual 
permanent record of the output of the machine, although typewritten 
tabulated data may also be produced. 
The punched paper tape may be used subsequently either to tabulate 
data or to punch cards automatically for use in punched-card calculators. 
INTRODUCTION 
Aerodynamic research conducted in wind tunnels, engine research 
faCilities, combustors, and compressor and turbine rigs at the NACA 
requires the measurement and recording of more than 70,000 pressures 
daily. These pressures must be used in calculations to obtain lifts, 
drags, moments, thrusts, flow rates, and pressure profiles. 
Visual reading of the tremendous number of pressures from gages or 
manometers during a test is a practical impossibility. The most widely 
used equipment for measuring the recording pressures at the NACA con-
sists of multiple-tube glass manometers which are photographed with a 
camera on 9 by 9 film. These films are read with the aid of magnifying 
glasses. The desired flow or force parameters are then computed with 
the aid of desk calculators, slide rules, and tables. This task of 
reading film and calculating results not only reqUires a large staff of 
computers, but also imposes an extremely undesirable delay between the 
time of the experiment and the completion of the calculations. An 
urgent need therefore exists for automatic devices which will measure 
and record pressures in a form suitable to automatic calculation and 
tabulation. 
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This report describes equipment that has been developed at the 
Lewis laboratory of the NACA for this purpose. Some of the considera-
tions which led to the selection of this particular system are: 
(1) High accuracy and wide r ange are necessary for measurements in 
aerodynamic and power plant r esearch installations at pressures corre-
sponding to operation at altitudes between sea level and 50,000 feet. 
Readings accurate to within 0 . 0005 of the full range of the instrument 
are desired . 
(2) Equipment associated with each individual pressure should be 
simple and inexpensi ve ; the more complicated measuring eqUipment should 
serve 100 or more pressures . It was felt that these requirements could 
be met most easily through digital methods. 
(3) Digital computing e quipment of the punched -card variety is 
readily available commercially. This equipme~t can perform long and 
complicated computational routines , such as are required in calculating 
jet engine performance. Punched-card routines are easily adaptable to 
data reduction tasks . 
The pr essure measur ing and r eco+ding system described herein is 
called the Digital Automatic Multiple Pressure Recorder and is abbre-
viated DAMPR . The system was designed to meet the following 
specif ications : 
Number of pressures .... 
Maximum pressure) in . Hg abs 
Minimum pressure) in . Hg abs 
Least count) in. Hg . •.• . 
Time for making measurement ) sec 
Time to read out and clear for next measurement, sec 
100 
65 
5 
0.02 
10 
150 
The data are recorded permanently as coded holes in a punched paper 
tape . The tape also cont ains codes identifying source and type of data, 
run number , and numbers identifying each pressure . Provisions are made 
for inser t i ng error codes when a vressure is known to be in error. The 
complete r ecording cycle is aut omatic. A typewritten record of the 
pressures along with identification can be prepared simultaneously with 
the tape . 
GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF INSTRUMENT 
A simplified explanation of the prinCiple of ope~ation of the 
instrument with reference to figure 1 follows. 
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The unknown pressure Px is fed ~nto one side of a very sensitive 
differential pressure capsule ) wher e it forces a diaphragm against an 
electric contact. A scanning pr essure Ps which initially is very near 
a vacuum is fed to the other s i de from a scanning pressure tank . To 
record data) Ps is increased smoothly and monotonically through the 
entire range of the instrument . The differential pressure capsule is 
adjusted so that when Ps ~ Px the contact is open. The pressure fol -
lower and pulse generator measures Ps and sends out electric pulses 
marking equal pressure increments . In figure l(b) the total number of 
pulses emitted by the pressure foll ower and pulse generator has been 
indicated as a function of the tank pr essure Ps ' 
These electric pulses ar e transmitted through the capsule contact 
and counted when Px < Ps ' Ther efor e ) the count recorded by the counter 
is a numer ical indication of the unknown pressure PX ' 
As shown in figure l(b) ) t he pulses are started at some arbitrary 
low pressure . It is therefore necessary to measure a known pressure 
PR in or der to determine the point at which the pulses are started and 
to correct the individual unknown pressure readings by this amount. 
A block diagram of the complete multichannel instrument is shown in 
figure 2 . Unknown pressures PX1 ) PX2 ) PX3 .. . P~ are connected. to 
their respective differential pressure capsules. When these pressures 
are to be measured) air under pressure is allowed to enter the scanning 
pressure tank . The equal pressure increment pulses generated by the 
pressure follower and pulse generator are transmitted through the capsule 
contacts and recorded as a magnetic r ecording on the magnetic drum. One 
capsule and magnetic recording channel are required for each pressure 
being measured. 
After the pressure scan is complete) the information is read by 
speeding up the drum rotation and connecting the recording heads) one at 
a time) sequentially to an electronic counter . Channel identification 
and computation codes are blended with the resulting coded count) and 
the entire piece of information is punched into a paper tape . This tape 
serves as the permanent record output of the machine . 
The machine is entirely automatic in operation with automatic alarms 
and signals in case of malfunctions . Symbols are punched into the tape 
if a reading which is in err.or because of' instr ument trouble is to be 
disregar ded . 
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
Pressure follower and pulse gener ator. - Because the requirements 
of range, accuracy, and speed of response imposed on this instrument are 
not easily met, a somewhat complicated mechanism has resulted. The 
instrument is essentially a force balancej it is shown schematically in 
figure 3. Its operation may be explained by applying a step increase in 
pressure at the inlet and following the action through the instrument. 
The bellows shown at A provides a flexible link of known area between 
the pr essure tank and the pressure follower. The unbalanced force caused 
by the increase in tank pressure causes the bellows and the double can -
tilever spring B to be deflected upward. The deflection is detected by 
a position- sensing element C, which is sensitive to a displacement of 
approximately 0 . 00001 inch (10 microinches). The signal from the 
position- sensing device is suitably amplified by the servo amplifier D, 
the output of which is used to run a servomotor E which turns a lead 
screw through a gear train. A nut F on the lead screw mOves the base of 
the spring G by means of the pantograph linkage until the spring applies 
a force equal and opposite to the pressure force. 
The bellows and position detector are then restored to their normal 
undeflected positions, the servo error signal becomes zero, and the motor 
stops . The bellows has an outside diameter of 1~6 inches, an inside 
diameter of 7/8 inch, and an effective area of 0 . 94 square inch. This 
ll- convolution bellows has a spring r ate of 52 . 5 pounds per inch. 
Although the bellows shows a nonlinear force against deflection character-
istic, if it is restored to its ori ginal undeflected position, its 
properties do not influence the linear relation between pressure and 
angular position of the lead screw of the instrument . 
The spri ng rate of the double cantilever spring B is approximately 
100 pounds per inch. This particular configuration of double cantilever 
spring was chosen to prevent the bellows from undergoing angular dis -
placement when pressures were applied . Generous fillets and conservative 
design bave been used to keep stresses in tbe spring well witbin tbe 
allowab l e limits for tbe bi gb grade of tool steel used. 
The base of the spring G is displaced par allel to the bellows axis 
by means of the pantograph linkage . The actual linkage has been designed 
to move the base of the spring toward the bellows by appr oximately the 
same amount as the shortening of the spring when it is deflected. The 
lateral motion of the head of the spring is ther eby reduced to a few 
thousandths of an inch throughout the entir e range of the instrument. 
Precision ball bearings, end- loaded to reduce play, were used at all 
pivot points. 
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In order that pressure forces on the pantograph linkage do not 
cause variable friction between the lead screw and the nut) a balancing 
piston H has been incorporated to compensate for the pressure forces. 
On one side of this piston) it was convenient to use a constant pressure 
to balance the weight of the pantograph arms and ensure that the force 
between the lead screw and nut does not reverse direction. Without this 
balancing piston the force On the nut would vary from approximately zero 
to 15 poundsj with it) a reasonably constant force of a few ounces is 
obtained. 
The motor is coupled to the lead screw through a gear train having 
a ratio of about 9:1. The final gear in this train contains 180 teeth 
and is rigidly coupled to the lead screw shaft . The spring rates) 
bellows area) lever arm ratios) and pitch of the lead screw have been 
selected so that a 2° angular displacement of the lead screw corresponds 
to a 0.01 inch of mercury pressure change . Pulses representing 0.01 inch 
of mercury pressure increments are generated by allowing the 180 teeth 
on the driving gear to chop the light beam to a photo cell. These pulses 
are amplified and supplied to the pressure capsules and recording heads . 
Axial displacements of the bellows are detected by a linear variable 
differential transformer. The primary of this transformer is supplied 
with a 6000 cycle per second voltage. To maintain the frequency constant 
within close limits is not necessary. The amplitude is stabilized by 
means of feedback to remain constant within a few percent for all normal 
vacuum tube deterioration . Stabilization of this voltage is required 
because it enters into the servo loop transfer functions and it is 
desirable to operate the servo at as near optimum conditions as possible . 
The signal from the secondary of the differential transformer is a 
6000 cycle voltage) proportional to the displacement of the bellows from 
a zero position. Positive and 'negative displacements are identified by 
a 1800 difference in phase of the carrier voltage in the secondary 
windings. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the servo system. 
The error signal from the secondary of the differential transformer 
is amplified in the preamplifier . The gain of this un'it is controlled 
by varying the amount of feedback within the amplifier. The error signal 
is converted to a direct-current voltage in the phase sensitive detector . 
For maximum reliability and sensiti~ty) ' it is necessary that the carrier 
voltage of the error signal be either in phase or 1800 out of phase with 
the reference signal from the oscillator. For this reason a phase 
shifter has been incorporated in the primary of the differential trans-
former to compensate for phase shift in the error detector and pre -
amplifier . After suitable filtering to remove ripple, a d-c error signal 
is obtained . The polarity of the error voltage indicates the direction 
of displacement and the voltage is pr oportional to the displacement. The 
d ,- c error signal is next sent through a resistance-capacitance filter 
which introduces phase lead to compensate for the phase lags introduced 
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by the servomotor, mechanical resonance in the spring, and so forth. 
After thi s der ivative control has been added to the error signal, it is 
ch0pped by a 60 cycle per second synchronous chopper, amplified, and 
supplied to the control phase of a 5 -watt, 2 -phase, servomotor. The 
phase of the voltage operating the chopper is adjusted so that the con-
trol phase voltage is displaced 900 from the refer ence phase voltage. 
A static calibration of the instr ument was obtained by loading the 
bellows with a steady pr essure and noting the lead screw position. The 
readings t hus obtained were compar ed wi th the pressure readings from a 
ver y clean mer cury manometer which was also connected to the system. 
These data ar e plotted in figure 5 · The difference between the two 
readings has been plotted as p- Ke , where P is the pressure read by the 
mercury manometer , e is the lead screw position, and K is an experi -
mentally determined proportionality constant. This curve shows a devia-
tion f r om linearity of approximately 0 . 10 percent of full scale. The 
scatter i n the data is somewhat less than this . Figure 5 does not give 
a complete picture , however . During the data recording period, the 
pressure is rising rather smoothly at the rate of approximately 7 inches 
of mercury per second . The lead screw position lags behind the actual 
pressure during a scanning r un. When the scan is started, the servomotor 
accelerates from zero to a steady-state speed of approximately 2400 rpm. 
During this starting period, the ser vo undergoes a starting transient. 
After the ser vo system has attained a steady-state condition, it follows 
approximately 0 . 08 inch of mer cury behind -the actual pressure. Slight 
fluctuations about this pbsition are present because of rough spots on 
th~ lead scr ew and uneven f r iction at various places. These variations 
in following error amount to less than 10.02 inch of mercury. 
A constant f oll owing err or is not objectionable as it introduces no 
err or in the f i nal r esult . The same following error is introduced into 
all unknown pressure channels and into the reference pressure channel. 
Stnce the r efer ence pr essure . is subtra cted from all readings, the follow-
ing error cance l s out . 
Pr essure capsules . - Since the ultimate resolution of the Digital 
Automatic Multi p l e Pr essure Recor der was set at 0 . 01 inch of mercury, it 
is necess a r y that the di ffer enti al pressure capsule be capable of opening 
or closing an electric circuit within this same 0 . 01 inch of mercury 
different i al pr essure . The pr essure sensitive element of the capsule 
shown in fi gure 6 is t he flexible metal diaphragm . . These diaphragms are 
pressed fr om 0 . 003 inch thick beryllium copper. Beryllium copper was 
chosen, a f ter many materials were tested, because of its small zero drift 
char acter istics and its r es i stance to fatigue when properly heat treated. 
Over a smal l r ange of differential pr essures the deflection of the center 
of the diaphragm is nearly l inear at approximately 0 . 001 inch travel per 
0 . 01 inch of mer cury differ ent i al p+essure. 
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Because the diaphragm can be subjected to a differential pressure 
which is e~ual to or slightly greater than the total pressure range of 
the instrument, the deflection of the diaphragm is limited in both 
directions by a pair of bakelite backup plates. These plates limit the 
total deflection of the diaphragm to approximately 0.005 inch. The 
single annular corrugation in the diaphragm helps to avoid overstressing 
the diaphragm at points of maximum bending and thus prevents fatigue 
failure. Diaphragms of this type, mounted in the prescribed manner, 
have been subjected to an alternating pressure of approximately 
50 pounds per s~uare inch for 50,000 cycles without failure. 
To provide for good electric contact with small contact pressures, 
special alloy contact buttons were used. One button is soldered to the 
center of the diaphragm and the mating button is mounted in the end of 
a movable spring loaded probe. This probe is allowed to move to prevent 
injury to the diaphragm when subjected to large pressures. 
The differential adjustment screw sets the position of the limit 
bracket which in turn limits the travel of the movable probe. This 
arrangement provides an adjustment for the position of the diaphragm at 
which contact is broken and thereby compensates for small nonuniform-
ities in diaphragm flatness. 
The motion of the diaphragm, during a pressure sc~, causes a 
dynamic pressure increase on the unknown pressure side of the capsule. 
If the contact is broken at some appreciable time after the diaphragm 
has started to move, the instrument will not record the desired unknown 
pressure but rather it will record the exact pressure existing on the 
unknown pressure side of the capsule at the instant the contact is 
broken. This effect would not ,be objectionable for it could be cali-
brated out if all diaphragms were absolutely uniform in flatness and 
all contacts were broken at the same relative positiop in the space 
between backup plates. This is not the case, h~wev~; and in order to 
minimize this dynamic pressure rise due to diaphra~' motion, the volume 
of the pressure chamber on the unknown pressure side of the capsule was 
made about 500 times the volume displaced by the diaphragm motion. The 
volume on the unknown pressure side of the ' capsules is 10 cubic inches. 
This volume in conjunction with ~e rather long tubing runs with tubing 
of small diameter sometimes results in an objectionably slow response 
of the system to changes of pressure at the model. For example, in 
some installations under adverse conditions, time constants as long as 
20 seconds have been encountered; This volume is necessary only on the 
unknown pressure side, but was retained on both sides merely to 
preserve symmetry. 
Pressure tank. - The differential pressure capsules are mounted 
on a pressure tank as shown in figure 7. This tank was built to 
accommodate 100 capsules. Ten capsules are spaced e~ually around the 
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circumference of the tank) and there are ten rows along the height of 
the tank. Adjacent rows are staggered to conserve space. 
The shell of the tank is made of a 12-inch diameter standard steel 
pipe about 48 inches long. A flange is welded to each end of the pipe 
and cover plates are bolted to these flanges. 
The variable-area orifice) shown at the bottom of the tank, controls 
the rate at which air is allowed to enter the tank. To achieve a nearly 
linear rise in. pressure with time) the flow of air through the throat of 
this orifice is maintained at sonic velocity. 
To ensure a uniform pressure distribution over the entire inside 
surface of the tank, the air velocity is reduced from sonic speed at 
the orifice to approximately zero at the surface of the tank. This 
velocity reduction is accomplished by a series of expansions and direc-
tion changes. The incoming air is directed up through the center pipe 
and is admitted to the baffle chamber through the two open ends of a 
pipe cross. The air leaves this chamber through equal area openings at 
the top and bottom of the cylinder. Finally the air is diffused 
alternately through three layers of 120 mesh screen and four layers of 
1/4-inch mesh screen in the diffuser. 
The prime reqUisite of the tank is that it deliver the same pres-
sure to all differential pressure capsules at all times during a pres-
sure scan. This was checked by measuring the differential pressure 
with a water manometer between various capsule positions on the tank 
during a pressure scan, and no variation in pressures was observed. 
The pressure cycle of the tank is controlled as shown in figure 8. 
When the electrically operated 4-way valve A is not energized, the 
pressure - operated yalve B is closed and the pressure-operated valve C 
is open, permitting a vacuum ·pump to exhaust the tank. After the tank 
has been evacuated and the command to initiate the pressure scan has 
been given, A is energized. This closes C and opens B. Air from the 
125 pounds per square inch service air line is allowed to enter the tank 
at a rate controlled by the variable-area orifice 0 until the maximum 
pressure (approximately 35 lb/sq in. absolute) is reached. At this 
instant A is deenergi~ed by a ' limit switch on the pressure follower 
restoring valves Band C to their initial states and allowing the tank 
to be exhausted in preparation for the next pressure scan. Shown also 
is a pneumatically operated safety valve whlch prevents abnormally high 
tank pressures in case of limit switch failure. 
Magnetic memory. - The magnetic memory is capable of recording the 
100 trains of pulses arriving simultaneously from the capsules. Each 
train contains up to 4000 pulses and its duration is up to 10 seconds. 
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These pulses arrive at a maximum rate of about 550 per second. The 
recorder is also capable of playing each of these trains back into a 
counter without losing any counts. Playback is at a higher speed than 
recording to cut down the time required before the instrument is ready 
to record the next group of pressures. 
The magnetic recording is on the surface of a plated brass drum. 
9 
The outside diameter of this drum is 12 inches and the surface available 
f or recording is approximately 4 inches wide. The outer surface of the 
drum was plated with a magnetic recording alloy. 
Signals are recorded around 85 percent of the circumference of the 
drum. The remaining 15 percent is reserved for switching between 
channels, reading the electronic counters, and so forth. These opera-
tions are synchronized by means of switches operated by a cam which is 
magnetically locked to the shaft of the drum when the recording cycle 
starts. 
The drum is provided with a 2-speed drive. The low-speed drive 
takes about 12 seconds per revolution and is used during the scanning 
cycle when data are being recorded. As soon as the data have been 
recorded, the drum is automatically speeded up to approximately 43 rpm 
for the playback and counting operation. On high-speed drive, the low-
speed drive mechanism is disconnected by means of an overrunning clutch. 
On low-speed drive, the high-speed mechanism is driven through its 
gearing. 
The recording heads used have 2 laminations of 0.017-inch material, 
and the air gap is 0.001 inch. The "Tinding is 900 turns of AWG 40 wire 
on each leg, or a total of 1800 turns. 
Since variations in head to drum spacing have a large effect on the 
amplitude of the output voltage of the magnetic heads, a close tolerance 
on concentricity is imposed by the need for a nearly constant recording 
head to drum spacing even though the heads are spaced less than 0.001 inch 
from the surface. To achieve this, the outer surface of the drum has 
been made to run concentric within about 0.0001 inch. An average pulse 
spacing of the signal recorded on the drum of 150 pulses per inch has 
been chosen. This provides a usable signal even for the worst speed 
fluctuations of the pressure follower servo. The magnetic recording 
heads are mounted on 21 bars with 5 heads per bar. The spacing between 
heads on each bar is 0 . 750 inch. Each bar is displaced 0.035 inch side-
wise from the preceding bar so that the heads are staggered around the 
drum. 
During the pressure scan the magnetic recording heads are connected 
through the capsule contacts to the pulse generator. Pulses of approx-
imately 0.7 volt have been found most satisfactory for this recording. 
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After recording is completed the heads are sequentially switched to the 
playback amplifier. The gain of this amplifier is stabilized by means 
of feedback, and in addition, electric filters have been incorporated 
to compensate for the decreased response of the magnetic recording at 
higher frequencies . The output from the amplifier is fed simultaneously 
to three pulse shapers which, in turn, operate three separate electronic 
counters . The pulse shapers provide a pulse output, suitably shaped to 
operate the counters, for each input signal greater than a preset 
threshold value. For signals smaller than this threshold value, no 
output is obtained . These design and adjustment specifications allow 
considerab le margin for deterioration and aging. 
Counters . - The counters just menti oned record the number of pulses 
in the binary coded decimal form . The coded. count is then transferred 
to a relay register where it is checked against the count in the elec-
tronic counters . If the three electronic counters all agree and if the 
transfer has been made corr ectly, the counters are reset to zero and the 
equipment proceeds automatically to print and punch, from the r elay 
register, the channel just counted and to count the next channel. If 
one of the counter s disagrees with the count transferred to the relay 
register, the equipment prints the value on which the two counters agree 
and indicates a malfunction for the counter which disagrees. This mal-
function is recorded in one of three electromechanical counters, one 
count for each time a counter disagrees with the count transferred. If 
two or three of the counters disagree with the count transferred into 
the relay register , the equipment automatically recounts the channel on 
which this difficulty was encountered. If a check failure still occurs, 
an alarm is oper ated and the automatic read out cycle is locked out 
until it is manually reset. After resetting following a countercheck 
failure, the equipment counts the faulty channel for the third time. If 
a countercheck failure still occurs, an err or code is inserted into the 
reading and the equipment proceeds. Each channel is also checked to see 
that the count is' greater than zero and less than 6000. If the count 
fails to satisfy these conditions, it is recheckedj if it still does not 
satisfy the conditions an error code is inserted into the reading, but 
the automatic cycle is not stopp ed . The punching operation is suspended 
while the recounting operation is carried out in all cases. 
The data are printed and punched from the relay register. Channel 
identification, programming code, err or code, pressure r eading, and 
typewriter mechanical operation codes are scanned through means of a 
5-level, 10 -position stepping switch which connects the contacts for each 
character in turn to the punch selector magnets and to the typewriter 
distributor. The code used is not the standard teletype code, but has 
been modified to a new coding which is more convenient for use with 
electronic counters . Figure 9 shows the NACA (DAMPR) code and the stand-
ard teletype code. The 2 , 3 , 4 , and 5 holes of the NACA number codes are 
the 1, 2, 4, and 8 digits, respecti vely, for the binary coded decimal 
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representation of the number . This has been found to simplify greatly 
the storage register and translation pr oblems . All that is necessary to 
make the typewriter pr int the code cor rectly is to interchange type heads 
in the typewriter. 
Read- out equipment . - The r ead-out equi pment takes the information 
set up in t he counter register, adds numer ical and alphabetical identi -
fication) adds mechani cal function symbols for typewriter operation) and 
punches the complete i nformation group or "wor d" into the paper tape. 
For exampl e) 24C 5827 (CR) (LF) means on channel 24 the type of pressure 
is C and the magnitude is 58 . 27 inches of mercury above an arbitrary 
reference point . The symbols for CR and LF would not be typed out but 
would actuate the "carriage r eturn " and "line feed" functions of the 
typewriter . If the machine determined that there was an error or a 
possible err or in the reading) a letter would be inserted in the space 
between the letter C and the r eadi ng 5827 . This letter indicates that 
the reading should be disregar ded . 
The numerical channel ident ifi cation is put in automatically by th ' 
same stepping switch which t r ansfers f r om one reading head to the next. 
It sets up r elay registers with the proper symbols. The alphabetical 
identification is set up manually by means of a patch panel. Anyone of 
16 code characters may be patched into any channel or combination of 
channels desired . The machine then automatically inserts the characters 
associated with each channel into the tape. 
The tape punch used is wir ed so as to receive information over five 
parallel wires) one for each hole across the tape. The high- speed 
stepping switch previously mentioned momentar ily connects a relay reg-
ister to these five wires) t he information is transferred) the punch 
magnet is energized) and then the stepping switch moves to the next reg -
ister wher e the process is repeated . The stepping switch is stepped by 
a commutat or which runs at 450 steps per minute . This particular speed 
allows simultaneous typewriter and tape punch operation. 
Contr ol eqUipment . - Since this instrument was designed for com-
pletely a utomatic oper ation after push-butt on initiation and a great 
number of different operations ar e carr ied out) the control eqUipment is 
necessari ly complex. Rather than detail the method of performing each 
operation ) an outline of the type of operation controlled will be given . 
Assuming that all components ar e r eady and the "ready" light is on) 
the command to read is received . While the pressure scan is taking 
place) a preliminary data stepping switch connects manually operated 
switches containing such information as date , run number, project number) 
and so forth to the tape punch . At t he same time) a magnetic clutch 
locks a c·ontrol cam to th'e drum which i s turning at about 5 rpm. The 
pressure rises in the tank and t he pressure follower in a short time 
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opens a shorting switch which has prevented pulses from reaching the 
magnetic drum. Recording continues until an upper limit switch is 
tripped . This switch reverses the vacuum and pressure valves, shorts 
out the pulse generator, switches magnetic heads from "record" to 
"playback," speeds up the drum, and after a short time delay steps the 
channel selector stepping switch to the first channel. The first channel 
is a record of the total number of pulses emitted during the pressure 
scan . The count is transferred into a relay register and checked. If 
the transfer has been made correctly, the electronic counte~ is reset to 
zero and the channel selector switch steps to the next channel which is 
read by the electronic counter. Meantime the high-speed stepping 
switch is started and runs at a rate which allows it to clear all relay 
registers while the next channel is counted. These operations continue 
automatically, one channel being counted while the registers associated 
with the previous channel are being cleared. 
Of particular interest are the operations that take place during 
the transfer period, which occupies about 15 percent of the total drum 
revolution time. In this period the pulse shapers are shut off, the 
counts in the three counters are checked against One another, the count 
agreed upon is transferred to the relay register, the register is checked 
back against the counter, the counters are reset, the channel selector 
switch is stepped, and the pulse shapers are turned back on. 
In this manner, all channels are read. Upon completion of the last 
transfer of information to the tape, the magnetic heads are switched to 
"erase" and current from an oscillator is fed into all of them in paral-
lel while the drum makes two revolutions. The erasing current is then 
turned off and the total count channel is read to ensure that all pulses 
have been removed. If so, the magnetic heads are returned to the 
"record" positio~, the drum drive drops back to "record" speed, the 
channel selector switch steps to "home" position, the magnetic clutch is 
deenergized, releasing the timing cam which then continues around to its 
"ready" position, and if all other components are in "ready" condition 
the "ready" light comes on and a new cycle may be initiated by the 
"start" button . If all pulses are not removed after the automatic 
erasing operation, a signal light comes on and a manual erase switch 
must be operated to complete the cycle. 
If all channels ar e not being used, the patch board may be so 
plugged that the channel selector stepping switch will skip out at max-
imum speed without reading the unused channels . This allows the cycle 
time to be appreciably shortened if the capsules in use are connected to 
the low numbered channels . 
Complete equipment. - The complete recorder is shown in figure 10 . 
On the left side of the picture is the pressure tank with the pressure 
capsules mounted on the side and the pressure follower and pulse generator 
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mounted on the top. Adjacent to the tank is the servo rack whi ch con-
tains the amplifiers and power supply for the servomotor and contains 
also the preliminary data panel plus miscellaneous power supplies. Next 
to the servo rack is the main rack which contains from top to bottom the 
e l ectronic counter chassis, the master control panel, the main power 
supply) the pulse shaper and amplifier chassis, and the magnetic drum 
compartment. On t he back of this rack are mounted control and switching 
r elays. The table on the right side of the picture contains the tape 
punch and the tape reader. The teletypewriter is set On the table. 
Underneath is the take up reel for the punched-paper-tape output. 
Over a ten month period) several static and dynamic calibration 
checks have been made. The static calibrations were performed in the 
manner described with only the accuracy of the pressure servo being 
checked. The dynamic calibrations were made by applying known pressures 
Pm to the pressure capsules through tubing similar to that used to 
connect to the system for data recording operation. A normal data 
recording cycle was then taken. Readings PD were taken from the 
printed page and punched tape output; thus the operation of the entire 
system was checked in the dynamic calibration run. In the range of 
25 inches below atmospheric pressure to 30 inches above atmospheric 
pressure, this calibration shows a linear response within ±C.l inch of 
mercury. In the range below 25 inches of mercury below atmospheric 
pressure, the calibration departs from linearity somewhat; at -27 inches 
of mercury, which is the lowest pressure the equipment can measure, the 
deviation from linearity reaches 0.2 inch of mercury and is probably 
a result of the starting transient of the system. This calibration curve 
is shown in figure 11; it has not changed appreciably since the equip-
ment was first put into service . The recorded data have about the same 
accuracy as is obtained from conventional mercury manometers in practice. 
The rate at which data can be recorded from the 8- by 6-foot super -
sonic tunnel with this automatic equipment is about 30 percent slower 
than with photographic techni~uesj however, calculations on the data are 
completed in about 2 to 3 working hours after the completion of a series 
of tests. This is about ten times as fast as is accomplished by manual 
reading of the films, and about four times as fast as is accomplished 
with semiautomatic film reading techniques. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland, OhiO, October 20 ) 1952 
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